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What is happening in Japan?

Government takes a lead since E/2017

Private companies/Academia are working

Paving the Ground in IoT, Big Data, Platform

Slow & Silent but not Sleeping, Go steadily
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Private Companies and Academia

1. OZT Study Group: Meeting 21 times, Big seminar in February 2019

Collision Avoidance Algorithm led by Prof. IMAZU

2. Kobe University and National Research Institute of Fisheries Engineering for Collision Avoidance

3. MOL & Rolls Royce co-work for Autonomous Maneuver Control System Concept for Sea-Transport

4. NYK, MTI, Japan Marine Science on Collision Risk Judgement and Autonomous Navigation of Japan

5. Fujitsu works for Near Miss Detection Methodology at the Singapore Strait

6. RAKUTEN (mini-AMAZON in Japan) and Maritime Robotics Norway for (maybe) delivery services and logistics including sea transportation.
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